
The new generation

Well-engineered down to the 
smallest detail – thanks to 
over 50 years of experience

Not just improved, but completely rede-
signed, resulting in the manufacture of an 
advanced generation of truck-mounted 
concrete pumps based on tried and tested 
principles. Countless suggestions from 
customers, machine operators, suppliers 
and Putzmeister employees have flowed 
into the project and combined to produce 
an innovation that excels in every respect. 
A completely redesigned model was de-
vised and tested using state-of-the-art 
methods and scrutinised on every level – 
mostly with regard to the user. 
Comprehensive field tests more than  
confirmed the reliability and capability of 
the machine.

Note: the illustrations may differ from series models. 
Further prospectuses: Ergonic® 3763

Truck-mounted concrete pumps
The intelligent power packages

The most important innovations at a glance

■■  Low gross weight for the respec-
tive class including sufficient reserves 
for payload and operating materials

■■  Silent 4 or 5-arm distributor booms 
thanks to intelligent routing of the  
delivery line and the balanced design of 
the steel structure 

■■  Efficient operation through  
consistently clever ergonomic design

■■  Even better safety through closer 
consideration for current standards  
and guidelines 

■■  Service-friendly as a result of its  
optimised accessibility and bolted 
manufactoring concept

■■  Lower service costs thanks to  
maintenance-free components, fewer 
different components (e.g. only 3 
standard delivery line bends) and  
lower volumes of operating materials 
(oil volume reduced by 30%) Su
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Pumps that make  
construction dreams become reality

Height, range, dimensions, quality and economic efficiency – 
Convenient operation included 

As a child, did you ever stand on a construction site with eyes wide open watching the 
construction machines in action for hours on end? Our engineers did too! 

The fascination of construction is watching ideas that were jotted on a piece of paper 
come to fruition piece by piece. Both man and machine must perform their work 100 per 
cent in order for the project to be successful. It is our fascination for our work that  
continuously motivates us to develop extremely economical high-performance products 
for global construction, underground work and civil engineering projects.

No two jobs are the same

Our application reports are more like  
travelogues, which is no wonder because 
Putzmeister truck-mounted concrete 
pumps are highly rated all over the world:

“Railway connection for Tibet – Delivery of 
pumped concrete at a height of 5,000 m”. 
The exertions are great for both man and 
machine but the Putzmeister truck-mounted 
concrete pump easily keeps the pace at a 
height of 5,000 m.

“Expansion of Frankfurt airport: Large-
scale concreting of the rolling bridges for 
the Northwest landing runway”. The West 
Bridge was concreted efficiently and on 
schedule as a result of exact planning of 
the locations of the four large boom 
pumps by Putzmeister. The superstructure 
was tackled using one 63-5, one 62-6 and 
two 58-5 machines. 

“Oil refinery in Jamnagar: Four truck-
mounted concrete pumps in action”. The 
first New Generation Putz meister 42-5 is 
used for concreting one of the largest  
refineries in the world, located in West 
India. Together with three 36 type pumps 
from the existing vehicle fleet, the “new” 
addition pumped reliably throughout the 
day and night.

Tasks performed on construction sites are 
both varied and complex – definitely a job 
for the specialists. Putzmeister offers all 
the relevant expertise and solutions.
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Work with Putzmeister,  
because everything fits 

A vision is only good  
when it is feasible –  
we make it happen

We cannot assume responsibility for  
managing your projects but can make a 
significant contribution to ensuring they 
succeed:With distributor booms between 
20 and 63 m in length that cover a wide 
range of horizontal and vertical reaches  
encountered in all customary truck-
mounted concrete pump applications.  
With folding types flexibly adapted to the 
application and vehicles that are so  
compact that the route to the site of  
concrete placement never seems like an 
obstacle course. With low-wearing  
materials and a machined finish that can 
withstand even prolonged periods of  
intensive operation. 

You will also appreciate the speed with 
which the machine is set up and disman-
tled, along with the silent low-wearing 
pumping process and simple, ergonomi-
cally advanced operation. All of this is 
combined with a wide selection of efficient 
pumps that boast an array of components 
adapted perfectly to one another in a re-
fined geometry. 

The bottom line: Investing in high-perfor-
mance products from Putzmeister always 
pays dividends. Twinned with a high resale 
value, the total sum of the purchase price 
together with lower energy, maintenance 
and service costs over the long life of the 
machine, make the investment more than 
worthwhile. 
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Putzmeister through and through

Quality that you can rely on,  
day after day

Harder than reality

Do you have high expectations of your  
machinery? We do too because it is our 
job to develop and produce construction 
machinery that delivers an outstanding 
performance every day on the construction 
site, satisfies all technical requirements 
and leaves nothing to be desired in terms 
of user-friendliness. We could sit back 
with a sense of self-satisfaction, but we 
don’t because we want to design lighter, 
stronger distributor booms to allow you to 

utilise your weight reserves for equipment 
and accessories. Also, we do not like to 
take wear for granted. Our restlessness 
has led to the continuous further develop-
ment of our products as well as the use of 
innovative 3D-CAD programs, FE analyses, 
welding robots for creating perfect welded 
seams and feedback from our customers to 
assist in the implementation process.

The most important thing of all is that in-
novations are proven in practice. Up to 
now, our products have already been 
through the mill. Extensive tests make sure 
that on the construction site, there is one 
thing you can rely on without a shadow of 
a doubt: Your Putzmeister machine.

■■  Lifetime simulations  
for placing booms

■■  Wear tests for delivery lines,  
spectacle wear plates, etc.

■■  Pulse tests and burst pressure tests 
for delivery and hydraulic hoses

■■  Climate, temperature and  
spray water tests for all machines 
and their components 

■■  Comprehensive field tests  
for the entire machine
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Outstanding placing booms

Anyone who has a  
choice of options can  
select the best one

Not only can you choose between  
different vertical reaches, but also  
between a selection of booms with  
4, 5 or 6 arms in a Z-fold system, roll 
Z-fold system or Z-roll fold system to 
increase flexibility and versatility in 
practical applications. Streamlined 
kinematics on all models are designed 
to make optimal use of the space 
available in the working area. 

Distributor booms from Putzmeister 
are manufactured exclusively from 
components with a high resistance to 
wear and parts that are close to  
maintainance free. Special components 
have been omitted in favour of standard 
com ponents. Good accessibility makes 
service and repair work quicker, easier 
and more efficient.

Extremely responsive operation

Even in tight spaces the direct response 
characteristics of the boom control and the 
low weight ensure accurate and convenient 
working progress. Minimised boom  
vibrations make concrete placement easier 
and ensure greater safety, even at high  
delivery rates. 

The optional EBC (Ergonic® Boom Control) 
offers fully electronic control of the distri-
butor booms for even greater operating  
comfort. One of the features of the EBC is 
that the boom can be operated even more 
smoothly in one-handed mode using one 
joystick. Restricting the working area and 

locking the boom arms in position increases 
operational safety. Additional vibration 
damping ensures smooth guidance of the 
end hose and makes life easier for the  
machine operator.

Benefits at a glance

■■  Choice between different reaches and 
booms with 4, 5 or 6 arms in Z fold 
system, roll-Z fold system or Z-roll fold 
system for greater flexibility and 
versatility in all applications

■■  Virtually no dead zones on either 
folding type

■■  Distributor booms manufactured 
from low-wear, low-maintenance 
components

■■  Good accessibility to all components

■■  Boom control with direct  
response characteristics

■■  Minimal boom vibrations ensure  
comfortable handling

■■  EBC (Ergonic® Boom Control) for 
for damping vibrations, restricting the 
working area and one-handed control 

Optimal design for you

Putzmeister booms are designed according to the main application requirements in the 
respective boom classes.Not only are 4-arm booms generally sufficient in the small 
boom classes, but are also beneficial as they are lighter, and the truck can therefore carry 
a higher load in accessories. They are also easier to operate. With 4-arm booms the 
Z-fold and the roll Z-fold demonstrate the advantage of their great flexibility (excellent 
access to tight spaces, virtually no dead zones). 

5- and 6-arm booms are particularly suited to where more flexibility is required. The  
application area of the machine increases considerably, e.g. when concreting top floors, 
or between the floors of buildings. The roll Z-fold is particularly suitable here, as it is 
designed for 5-arm booms, but also has the advantages of the Z-fold.
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Well positioned base structure

Lower weight and heavier payload in every application

Variable position of  
telescopic support  
for greater flexibility

If you attach great importance to a clear and functional base structure concept that  
is compact but still offers sufficient space for equipment, then you are sure to opt for 
a truck-mounted concrete pump from Putzmeister. A low unladen weight allows the  
addition of heavy operating equipment and accessories  while meeting all the current 
standards and licensing requirements. 

The way in which your pump is manoeuvred quickly and easily to the construction 
site is equally as impressive as the user-friendly equipment and good accessibility  
to all areas. The weight is distributed so evenly over the chassis that the machine 
leaves nothing to be desired in terms of reliability and durability. The supports on 
our truck-mounted concrete pumps achieve their individual potential on the  
construction site. A quick, flexible and space-saving installation is essential.

Putzmeister support systems are available 
in 2 variants: all truck-mounted concrete 
pumps with a vertical reach of more than 
30 m are equipped with the TRDI system 
developed by Putzmeister while those 
from the 50 m class or above are predom-
inantly equipped with the patented TRDV 
system. Aside from the optimal force  
distribution of both systems, which does 
not damage the vehicle, the big difference 
lies in the variability of the support leg  
position. Both systems can swivel their 
rear support legs out, but with TRDV you 
can also swivel the front legs whereas with 
TRDI they simply extend. The ability to 
swivel the front legs enables them to be 
extended further in a narrow space, which 
is of particular advantage when using 
OSS* or ESC** to gain a 180 ° working 
area. 

OSS* is offered as a standard option for 
both the TRDI and TRDV system. ESC** 
was developed and launched in Europe 
when the EN 12001:2012 standard came 
into force to achieve the highest level of 
flexibility as well as personal safety and 
legal security.

All images are schematic diagrams and dependent on the 
machine model. The details can be taken from the operat-
ing instructions.

*   OSS (One Side Support) – assistance system for One 
Side Support. Availability depends on machine model. 
Not authorised for the European Economic Area (EEA).

**  ESC (Ergonic® Setup Control) – safety system for One 
Side Support (i.a.w. EN 12001:2012); availability and 
scope of functions depend on machine model.

One Side Support with the TRDI system 
with ESC or OSS:
The front and rear support legs on one 
side are extended to the minimum  
possible position. Support legs at the 
opposite side are fully extended. The 
boom can be moved in the yellow  
marked area. 

The Y-position (only for ESC) is a  
special variation of One Side Support 
for the TRDI and TRDV systems. It 
enables work towards the front beyond 
the cab, whilst there are restricted 
spatial conditions at the rear on both 
sides.

One Side Support with the TRDV sys-
tem with ESC or OSS:
One rear support leg is extended to the 
minimum possible position. The front 
leg on the same side is extended 
directly beside the driver cab to the 
front and the support legs on the 
opposite side are fully extended. The 
boom can then be fully operated in the  
yellow marked area.

The K-position (only for ESC) is a  
special support variation for the TRDI 
and TRDV systems. One of the rear 
support legs remains in the minimum 
possible position, and the remaining 
rear leg and front legs are fully  
extended. The boom can then be 
moved in the yellow marked area.

Support dimensions of 42-5  
with and without OSS or ESC

The installation conditions on many con-
struction sites are restricted because they 
are located in urban areas or alongside 
busy roads. Whether or not truck-mounted 
concrete pumps can be used essentially  
depends on the support dimensions.  
The OSS* (One Side Support) and ESC** 
(Ergonic® Setup Control) offer distinct  
advantages here: 

■■  Extent of supports significantly 
reduced with use of ESC and OSS

■■  Flexible application options

■■  Fewer obstructions to the  
surrounding area such as  
enabling traffic flows

Stability  
in the smallest space
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The S transfer tube – the wear-resistant transfer tube that 
ensures the coarsest mixes are delivered in an even flow

Many mixes are special – Putzmeister pumps are too

The S transfer tube is used for good reason in truck-mounted concrete pumps from 
Putzmeister. The impressive tube is highly versatile in delivering difficult concrete 
mixes such as hydroconcrete or mixes consisting of broken quartz, granite or basalt.
 
In order to handle such wear-intensive materials, particular emphasis was placed on 
a long service life. The S transfer tube has therefore been reinforced with additional 
welding, the service intervals are considerably longer and the availability of the  
machine is greater than other systems. One other advantage is the quick, smooth 
switchover process, which ensures a virtually continuous flow of concrete and mini-
mises vibrations on the machine.

Flowing concrete wears anything it comes 
into contact with. Abrasion and other 
damage to components such as hoppers, 
transfer tubes, agitators, and delivery 
lines are unavoidable. The extent of the 
wear depends on the composition of the 
concrete. Concrete differs significantly 
from country to country and even within a 
country. 

The ingenious geometry of Putzmeister 
concrete pumps was designed for all 
standard concretes. Delivery and drive 
cylinders operate in perfect harmony with 
one another to ensure the machine per-
forms outstandingly in combination with 
all other components. As a result, our 
pumps can deliver heavy concrete at  
output rates of up to 200 m3/h with ease. 

Specific details such as durable delivery 
pistons, series standard chrome-plated 
delivery cylinders and the S transfer tube 
system designed by Putzmeister ensure 
that all machines are able to withstand 
long periods of intensive use. 

Examples of concrete mixes from 4 countries (from left  
to right): rounded gravel from Austria, broken stones from 
India and Dubai, the sample of aggregate from Turkey on 
the far right was particularly sharp and hard. The grading 
curves of the aggregate range from fine (bottom) to coarse 
(top).

Advantages of the  
S transfer tube:

■■  Operates quickly and quietly 
even on viscous, wear-intensive  
and coarse-grained mixes 

■■  Long service life and service 
intervals ensure a high degree of 
machine availability

■■  Extended machine lifetime due 
to welded wear layer

■■  Simple replacement of the  
gate valve whenever required

■■  Optimised switch over process and 
fewer vibrations on the machine 
and boom thanks to the computer- 
controlled hydraulic system (EPS)

Pumps that can handle  
almost any kind of concrete

Technical data – Pumps

All data theoretical maximum values

*  rod side / piston side – Max. delivery rates and max. de-
livery pressures cannot be operated at the same time. 
Standard boom pipework: pressure up to max. 85 bar

Note: Large cylinder volumes have already 
proven successful as they reduce the 
change-over frequency, wear and increase 
smooth running. The boom operates more 
smoothly owing to the smaller number of 
change-overs. 

 Refurbishing mobile 1409 S 90/56* 70/112* 1,400 230 26/16*

 Moli   2110 HP 106/69* 150/220* 2,100 200 26/18*

 Moli   2116 H 160/108* 85/130* 2,100 230 31/21*

 RoLine  06 58 25 – – 35

Model Output  
m³/h

Pressure  
bar

Stroke   
mm

Cylinder 
Ø mm

Strokes/
min

 09 H 90 78 1,400 230 26

 11 H 110 78 1,400 230 32

 11 H LS 110 85 1,400 250 27

 14 H 140/88* 70/112* 2,100 230 27/17*

 16 H 160/108* 85/130* 2,100 230 31/21*

 16 H LS 160 85 2,100 250 26

 20 H 200 85 2,100 280 26



Pbar
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Efficient drive  
for economical operation

Free-flow hydraulics – save fuel at full power  
in a closed system

Today concrete pumps are predominantly 
operated by hydraulic systems. Putzmeister 
places its trust in the benefits of free-flow 
hydraulics because the most important 
performance factors are the concrete pres-
sure, low-loss oil delivery and costs. 

When large quantities of concrete are 
pumped, large quantities of oil also flow 
inside the hydraulic system. More power 
is transferred inside a closed free-flow  
hydraulic circuit because the oil is conveyed 
from the pump to the drive cylinders with 
minimal losses. The adapted hydraulic 
system ensures extremely powerful  

interaction between components because 
the oil ratio is perfect. Compared to an 
open circuit, this ingenious drive technology 
requires significantly less oil and does not 
generate as much heat. The system is also 
economical to operate because it achieves 
a high degree of energy efficiency and is 
easy to service.

Work more conveniently  
and economically with the 
SN control and push over 
feature

Putzmeister concrete pumps are renowned 
for their smooth filling characteristics. 
Primarily responsible are the so-called SN 
(Surge Neutraliser) control and push over 
feature, which optimise switchover proce-
dures and avoid wear-intensive peaks in 
pressure, extending the service life of the 
drive, delivery line and mounting. 

The output flow rate is only interrupted 
momentarily because the start of the  
piston stroke and powerful transfer tube 
changeover process interact perfectly.  
An infinitely variable regulator meters the 
concrete quantity sensitively with maximum 
pressure even at the slowest delivery rates. 
One significant side effect is that the end 
hose is guided more smoothly and easily.

Benefits of free-flow hydraulics at a glance

■■ More power and less energy lost

■■ High efficiency

■■  While valves interrupt the oil flow 
in other systems, the intelligent 
control directs the oil into the 
drive cylinders without significant 
losses

■■  Expensive control blocks are not 
required which avoids the oil heating 
up and makes servicing easier

■■  Powerful, convenient operation 
due to good ratio

1 Main pump
2 Feed pump
3 Drive cylinders

High pressure
Low pressure
Swing oil
Feed pump on suction side

Pressure peaks  
without SN control

Forward  
dead centre

Rear  
dead centre

Delivery  
interruption

old
new short

long

Pressure 
increase

Push over feature shortens  
the “delivery interruption”
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Electronic pump controls  
for perfect concrete delivery

EPS – Ergonic® Pump System – user-friendly,  
economical, extremely productive and a standard feature 
on all BSF piston pumps

Ergonic® inside essentially means the  
optimised, fully electronic control and  
regulation of concrete pumps, engines and 
distributor booms. How do you benefit? 
Your machines are ready to use more 
quickly, achieve a higher placement speed, 
operate economically and are resistant to 
wear. 
EPS – (Ergonic® Pump System) regulates 
operation of the concrete pump and the 
truck engine and a computer-assisted 
control is installed in place of the hydraulic 
control. The effect: Fewer hydraulic  
components, less wear, less energy  
consumption and the pumping process is 
quieter and more balanced. Vibrations on 

the boom and machine are reduced, which 
not only preserves the concrete pump and 
the vehicle, it also creates a better environ-
ment for residents and construction workers. 
EPS ensures the pump operates more  
quietly, even if the delivery rate is high.

The radio remote control allows you to 
conveniently control the boom as well as 
monitor and adjust different machine pa-
rameters. Rotary knobs and push buttons 
make it easier for the machine operator  
to control the boom and pump. Current 
messages and system information are 
shown directly on the clearly structured 
display, and the strength of the radio signal 
and charge status of the battery is indicated 
via bars.* Relevant machine data, such as 
engine RPM, oil temperature, concrete 
pressure, delivery rate, pressure and  
volume limit can be quickly called up. 

Features such as setting operation limits 
and switching the vibrator on or off can 
also be set from the radio remote, and 
when the EBC operation is activated, it is 
possible to control the boom with only one 
joystick. Ergonomic one-handed control 
then gives the machine operator a great 
deal of freedom of movement. 

*  If the radio remote control cannot be used, the standard ca-
ble remote control supplied with the machine represents an 
adequate replacement (not for machines with Ergonic 2.0).

** Not for machines with Ergonic 2.0

Radio remote control  
with display for greater 
user-friendliness

Maximum transparency and clear layout

The driver can view all the relevant machine data and adjust individual parameters 
on the EGD (Ergonic® Graphic Display). Thanks to a reliable fault management  
system, the machine can be fully operational in the event of a fault, and even in some 
emergency situations. If non safety-relevant components such as sensors fail,  
they can be switched off allowing you to continue working undisturbed. Up-to-date 
feedback and system information for the machine appear in real time on the display.**

An important  
component of EPS: EOC  
(Ergonic® Output Control)

EOC is fundamentally important for effi-
cient operation and cost savings. EOC 
controls the engine speed with lower  
fuel consumption, wear and noise, so  
unfavourable operation ranges are auto-
matically avoided. The machine operator 
adjusts the delivery rate of the pump  
directly using a rotary knob on the radio 
remote control and the EOC selects the 
perfect speed.  
It is not possible to set the minimum de-
livery rate and the engine speed to full 
throttle at the same time with EOC. If the 
boom is not moved and the pump is off, 
the engine decreases to idling speed, 
which can save up to 10 per cent fuel.

■■ Low wear

■■ Vibrations in the machine and boom are reduced

■■ Optimised, smooth pumping process

■■  Includes EOC (Ergonic® Output Control) – regulates the engine to  
the perfect speed to minimise fuel consumption, wear and noise

■■ Fault management via EGD (Ergonic® Graphic Display)

■■ Fewer components and therefore lower service costs

■■ Convenient radio remote control incl. replacement cable remote control

■■ Practical and reliable fault management

■■  High degree of machine availability due to high-quality components and easy 
access to data via optional Ergonic® Tele Service (ETS) for rapid (remote) diagnosis

The advantages of EPS at a glance

Stop function

Antenna

Switch between  
boom/support leg control

Boom control

Remote control on/off

Boom control

Decrease speed of rotation

Increase speed of rotation

Set delivery rate

Pushbutton/rotary controller 
for operating the display

Selector switch  
for EBC

Engine start

Engine stop

Display: display of speed of rotation, concrete pressure/ 
concrete pressure limit, delivery rate/delivery rate limit, fluid 
temperature · Set boom speed, preferred positions, upper 
and lower limit, slewing angle · Lock and release slewing 
gear and boom arms · EOC on/off · Vibrator on/off · Agitator 
on/off · End hose squeeze valve on/off · and much more 
(varies according to machine model)

Forward/ 
reverse pumping

Activating the control, 
horn, manual switchover, 
manual stroke correction

Battery
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Electronic boom control  
for greater operating comfort

EBC – Ergonic® Boom Control –  
quiet, accurate, safe concreting

The EBC optional module (optional up to 
50 m class, standard from 60 m class)  
is a revolutionary development in the  
operation of booms. In one-handed mode, 
the boom can be positioned conveniently, 
silently and accurately using the joystick 
control. The machine operator no longer 
has to change hand position or individually 
control each boom section can therefore 
concentrate on more important things.* 

If space is restricted when concreting low 
buildings or narrow formwork, the machine 
offers a higher degree of operational safety 
and productivity. Other advantages include 
an intelligent working range restriction 
feature, the storage of preferred positions 
and vibration damping of the boom, which 
all ensure that the end hose remains stable.

*  Important note:  
Ergonic® Boom Control makes work easier and optimises processes, but is not a safety function.  
The operator remains responsible for his work.

Vibration damping for  
increased productivity

As the end hose travels in a smooth man-
ner, it can be moved more easily and the 
concrete is placed cleanly – making life 
much easier for the operator. On large 
booms from the 40 m class and bigger, 
EBC also dampens torsional oscillation* 
(optional).

* Not available for all machine models

The advantages of EBC at a glance 

■■  Precise concrete placement,  
even with high output

■■  Defining critical working areas 
reduces risks 

■■  The convenient, ergonomic one-
handed control makes the work of 
the operator easier and ensures the 
height remains constant when moving 
the end hose in a horizontal position 

■■  Quicker machine readiness and 
greater user-friendliness due to 
optimised, semi-automatic folding  
and unfolding process

■■  More stable end hose  
thanks to vibration damping

Working range restriction 
for increased  
operational safety 

It is possible to define limits for the work-
ing and movement range of the boom.  
This range is not exceeded during concret-
ing. When the machine is used to concrete 
inside low buildings, this function makes 
the work of the operator much easier.

Without EBC:
Stop-start movements when the boom is 
moved and slewed, and pump pulsations 
cause various degrees of deflection in the 
end hose.

With EBC:
EBC reduces vertical movement of the 
boom by approximately one-third, while 
simultaneously limiting end hose deflection 
in all directions.

When EBC mode is activated, it is possible 
to control the boom horizontally and verti-
cally using the ergonomic one-handed  
control. The machine operator does not 
have to change hand position or switch to 
each individual arm.

One-handed control  
for easier working

Locked arm positions for 
greater user-friendliness 

If required, the first two arms can be locked 
in position and will remain there, regardless 
of how the remaining arms are moved.  
A preferred position can be set for the last 
arm. This position is maintained during  
concreting.

without EBC

with EBC

with EBC

without EBC
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Virtually indispensable – 
The comprehensive Putzmeister equipmentIngenious right down to the last detail

Components that pay dividends 
every time they are used

The quality of installed components such 
as delivery lines and other wear parts is 
tailored to your requirements. You have 
the choice of selecting between different 
quality categories, depending on the load 
from different materials, special compres-
sion ratios or local conditions, for exam-
ple. All have one thing in common: They 
are very economical in terms of service 
life and purchase costs.

Clever and practical design – a comprehensive range of equipment choices are  
available to you as standard or options, all in the typical Putzmeister quality.

Even wear of  
delivery lines

Putzmeister delivery lines wear evenly 
from the feeder container to the boom tip. 
This means that pipes subjected to higher 
loads have a more wear-resistant design 
than those subjected to lower loads.  
How do you benefit?  
You can usually replace the delivery line 
completely without affecting the useful  
life of individual pipes, which not only 
saves time and money; it also increases 
the availability of your truck-mounted 
concrete pump.

Quality for every load requirement

The concrete pump is exposed to different 
levels of stress depending on the type of 
concrete mix used, which is why Putz-
meister wear parts are manufactured with 
different quality classes:

■■  DURO 22: versatile and inexpensive 
but with sufficient service life for 
nearly all concrete pump applications 

■■  Carbide: high hardness values, 2 to  
4 times longer service life compared to 
the deposition welded version

■■  Heavy-duty casting: not as resistant 
to wear as the DURO 22, however the 
absence of cracks is a distinct advan-
tage as it provides greater resistance to 
shear wear and is therefore suitable for 
thin concrete and pumping to elevated 
locations

Benefits at a glance

■■  Almost identical useful life of  
all individual components in the 
delivery line

■■  Components can be replaced  
together without loss

■■  Delivery lines available in  
3 variants that cover individual 
requirements: 

- PM 40 – single-layer pipes 
 
-  PM 2520 – two-layer pipes that last 

up to 5 times longer than the PM 40 

-  PM 2520 Proline – two-layer pipes 
that last up to 10 times longer than the 
PM 40

The pneumatically operated end hose 
shut-off valve (EQV) interrupts the 
flow of concrete and prevents dripping.

Economical compressor operating at  
455 l/min and generating 12 bar pressure 
– with compact dimensions, mounted 
behind the lateral underrun ride guard.

The ergonomic working platform with 
non-slip surface offers plenty of space 
for the machine operator.

The mobile bypass filter extends  
service life and means oil changes  
are less frequent.

Folding steps in order to prevent  
damage when filling with two truck 
mixers.

Spot lights to illuminate the four  
support legs make it quicker and safer 
to set up the machine in the dark.

EPS (Ergonic® Pump System) Additional cable remote control Hard metal wear parts

EGD (Ergonic® Graphic Display  
with fault management)

Cable remote control Centralised lubrication system  
for hopper and arm assembly

ESC (Ergonic® Setup Control)  
or OSS (One Side Support)

Bypass filter for even better  
hydraulic oil quality

Lighting systems 

EBC (Ergonic® Boom Control) Water tank with large volumes Storage systems

EQV (end-hose squeeze valve) Ergonomic working platform High-pressure and flushing water pump

Radio remote control with display Diesel tank in one rear support leg

Connections for emergency supply Chromium-plated delivery cylinders

And much more …
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Your machines have to operate reliably 
and economically at maximum capacity, 
which is an objective we both have in 
common. We therefore not only focus our 
attention on the excellent quality of our 
products, but also on outstanding ser-
vices for maintenance, emergencies, spare 
parts delivery, consultation and training. 

Present in more than 150 countries –  
we are there when you need us 24 hours  
a day. With our 24-hour original parts  
delivery service* and 24-hour emergency 
service*, you are on the safe side with 
Putzmeister. State-of-the-art data acqui-
sition and transmission systems such as 
the Ergonic® Tele Service (ETS) are used 
to export status and diagnostic data to 
provide rapid diagnostic information. 

We also offer inexpensive manufacturer 
inspections according to VDMA require-
ments to avoid emergency situations.  
The availability of a machine not only de-
pends on the machine itself, but also well 
planned correct operation. We offer indi-
vidual consultation and training sessions 
to help you plan your concreting projects.

Putzmeister service –  
maximum availability guaranteed

Putzmeister offers comprehensive expert 
consultation and planning for concreting 
logistics, processes and technology for 
construction sites all over the world.  
The benefits: We provide you with com-
prehensive advice during the calculation 
phase before the order is placed as well  
as minimise project and cost risks during 
the project implementation stage. A com-
bination of machinery and equipment op-
timised for the construction process also 
save valuable resources during the con-
struction phase.

Projects –  
consistent planning for  
perfect implementation 

The Putzmeister academy covers a wide 
range of different topics in individually ar-
ranged seminars with clearly defined ob-
jectives. We have made it our business to 
offer advanced training specifically tailored 
to the individual needs of companies and 
target groups in direct agreement with our 
customers based on the machinery they 
own. Putzmeister has reserved two large 
training rooms equipped with two fully 
functional concrete pumps for the largely 
practical part of the seminars so that ac-
quired practical and theoretical knowledge 
can be put into practice immediately. All 
participants receive a detailed set of semi-
nar documents for personal reference at a 
later date. Visit www.pm-akademie.de for 
more information

Training – individual  
advanced training courses  
for maximum proficiency  
on the construction site

The machines are not the only  
excellent thing on offer

Putzmeister service at a glance

■■  Service points in over 150 countries 
across the globe 

■■  24-hour emergency service  
in Germany 

■■  Tested original parts with warranty 
and a 24-hour delivery service*

■■  Status and diagnosis data via 
Ergonic® Tele Service (ETS)  
with transfer to separate workshop or 
Putzmeister service partner 

■■  Manufacturer’s inspection in  
accordance with the requirements 
of the VDMA (German Engineering 
Federation)

■■  Individual training courses and 
seminars in the Putzmeister Academy 

■■  Competent advice and planning 
support for large projects, e.g. for 
concreting logistics, concreting pro-
cesses and concreting technology  
by Putzmeister project engineers of 
CPD (Concrete Project Division)

If you have any further questions  
we are happy to answer them:

spareparts@pmw.de  
(for questions on spare parts) 
services@pmw.de  
(for technical questions)
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* Not available in all countries.
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4-arm Z-roll fold system
Vertical reach 19.5 m
Horizontal reach   16.1 m
Depth of reach  11.1 m
Unfolding height  3.9 m

Extent of supports
Front  3.4 m
Rear   2.6 m

Ideal dimensions for indoor and outdoor 
activities – The 20 and 30 m class

24-4

4-arm Z-roll fold system
Vertical reach 23.6 m
Horizontal reach   19.7 m
Depth of reach  14.5 m
Unfolding height  4.9 m

Extent of supports
Front  5.6 m/4.4 m*
Rear   2.6 m

28-4

4-arm Z-fold system
Vertical reach 27.7 m
Horizontal reach   23.8 m
Depth of reach  17.0 m
Unfolding height  6.5 m

Extent of supports
Front  6.2 m/5.6 m*
Rear   2.6 m

* Depends on chassis

Contortionists with minimal space requirements –  
flexible, manoeuvrable and an essential addition to any project

Truck-mounted concrete pumps from the 20 to 30 m class can weave effortlessly through 
the heaviest inner city traffic and along narrow street gaps on 2 or 3 axles. Bridges and 
underpasses do not represent a hazard because the trucks are extremely low in height 
and can pass under almost any road structure. They also offer a host of advantages such 
as sufficient weight reserves to accommodate comprehensive accessories without ex-
ceeding the maximum permitted weight.

20-4

4-arm Z-fold system
Vertical reach 35.6 m
Horizontal reach   31.4 m
Depth of reach  23.9 m
Unfolding height  8.5 m

Extent of supports 
 normal  narrow**
Front  5.5 m  3.9 m
Rear   6.9 m  5.7 m

36-4

Machines from this class utilise their full 
potential on the construction site: flexible 
booms with 4 or 5 arms that can operate 
precisely inside low buildings, tunnels or 
under bridges, with an unfolding height of 
below 4 m. Ideal for extremely efficient  
operation on small and medium con-
struction sites.

5-arm Z-roll fold system
Vertical reach 30.5 m
Horizontal reach   26.6 m
Depth of reach  20.4 m
Unfolding height  5.7 m

Extent of supports 
 normal  narrow**
Front  6.3 m 4.6 m
Rear   6.3 m 4.9 m

31-5

5-arm roll Z-folding
Vertical reach 37.5 m
Horizontal reach   32.8 m
Depth of reach  25.3 m
Unfolding height  7.4 m

Extent of supports 
 normal  narrow**
Front  6.3 m 4.3 m
Rear   7.3 m 5.9 m

38-5

**  Optional one-side support OSS (assistance system for 
single-sided support) or ESC – Automatic safety system 
for One Side Support (according to EN 12001:2012). 
Other support configurations are available depending on 
the machine model.

Note: the illustrations may differ from series models.  
Subject to technical modifications and errors.

* Option on 3-axis chassis
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5-arm roll Z-folding
Vertical reach 41.6 m
Horizontal reach  37.3 m
Depth of reach 31.0 m
Unfolding height 8.6 m

Extent of supports 
 normal narrow*
Front  7.5 m 4.8 m
Rear   7.9 m 6.2 m

5-arm Z-fold system
Vertical reach 52.0 m
Horizontal reach   48.0 m
Depth of reach  38.1 m
Unfolding height  10.4 m

Extent of supports 
 normal  narrow*
Front  10.4 m 7.0 m
Rear   10.2 m 6.5 m

5-arm Z-fold system
Vertical reach 52.0 m
Horizontal reach   48.0 m
Depth of reach  38.1 m
Unfolding height  10.4 m

Extent of supports 
 normal  narrow*
Front  10.4 m 7.0 m
Rear   10.2 m 6.5 m

Long reach, compact folding 
The 40 and 50 m class

46-5/47-5 

5-arm roll Z-folding
Vertical reach 45.1 m 46.1 m
Horizontal reach   41.1 m 42.1 m
Depth of reach  32.2 m 32.2 m
Unfolding height  9.3 m 9.5 m

Extent of supports 
 normal narrow*
Front  8.0 m 5.1 m
Rear   8.9 m 6.7 m

5-arm roll Z-folding
Vertical reach 55.1 m
Horizontal reach   49.9 m
Depth of reach  40.3 m
Unfolding height  15.6 m

Extent of supports 
 normal  narrow*
Front   9.3 m 5.7 m
Rear    12.1 m 8.3 m

56-5

58-549-5

5-arm roll Z-folding
Vertical reach 48.4 m
Horizontal reach   44.5 m
Depth of reach  33.9 m
Unfolding height  10.0 m

Extent of supports 
 normal narrow*
Front   9.3 m 5.7 m
Rear    10.5 m 7.5 m

5-arm roll Z-folding
Vertical reach 57.6 m
Horizontal reach   53.6 m
Depth of reach  42.4 m
Unfolding height  12.3 m

Extent of supports 
 normal  narrow*
Front  11.1 m 7.8 m
Rear   11.5 m 8.0 m

Option of 4 or 5-axle chassis,  
depending on approval regulations and equipment

Option of 4 or 5-axle chassis,  
depending on approval regulations and equipment

Option of 5 or 6-axle chassis,  
depending on approval regulations and equipment

Medium class distributor booms with premium application possibilities

The perfect ratio of small support dimen-
sions and a long reach make the 40 m class 
an all-rounder among truck-mounted con-
crete pumps. They can frequently be found 
on medium and large construction and civil 
engineering sites, often in a restricted space. 

Medium class machines are both powerful 
and flexible. Ingenious folding systems,  
predominantly the Z-roll version can fully 
extend to maximum reach and allow safe, 
smooth working progress with high-perfor-
mance pumps in buildings with multiple  

storeys for example. Forces are transferred  
directly to the 4 support legs, which has a 
positive effect on pumping operations as 
well as the service life of the vehicle.

42-5 52-5

52-5

*  Optional one-side support OSS (assistance system for single-sided support) or ESC – 
Automatic safety system for One Side Support (according to EN 12001:2012). Other 
support configurations are available depending on the machine model.

Note: the illustrations may differ from series models.  
Subject to technical modifications and errors.
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6-arm roll Z-folding
Vertical reach 60.2/61.1 m*
Horizontal reach   56.1/57.1 m*
Depth of reach  44.3 m
Unfolding height  23.0 m

Extent of supports 
 normal  narrow**
Front   12.1 m  8.8 m
Rear    12.3 m  8.3 m

Keeping the competition at arm’s length
The 60 m class

5-arm roll Z-folding
Vertical reach 62.1 m
Horizontal reach   58.1 m
Depth of reach  46.3 m
Unfolding height  23.0 m

Extent of supports 
 normal  narrow**
Front   12.1 m  8.8 m
Rear    12.3 m  8.3 m

63-5

Gentle giants – vertical reach of almost 63 m

They specialise in large construction 
sites, but that does not mean that they 
take up a lot of space. The series standard 
assistance system (OSS) or safety system 
(ESC) for single-sided support enables 
the installation of large booms in  
locations with restricted space. The  
extremely flexible machines have 5 or 6 

arms and fully utilise their long reach right 
to the top storey of buildings. 
30 years of know-how and experience in 
the design and manufacture of construc-
tion machinery were applied to develop 
these models.

62-6

**  Optional one-side support OSS (assistance system for 
single-sided support) or ESC – Automatic safety system 
for One Side Support (according to EN 12001:2012). 
Other support configurations are available depending on 
the machine model.

Note: the illustrations may differ from series models.  
Subject to technical modifications and errors.

*  Incl. End hose elbow
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When things get tight The economical rotor pump  
with the right equipment for the job
Pump R 65
Delivery rate 58 m3/h
Concrete pressure 25 bar
Hopper volume 400 l
Overall length/width 6.4/2.0 m
Support not required

The professional refurbisher  
with a wide range of accessories
Pump BSF 1409 H
Delivery rate 90/56* m3/h
Concrete pressure 70/112* bar
Delivery cylinder diameter 230 mm
Delivery cylinder stroke 1400 mm
Width  = Vehicle width

Mobile pipeline concrete pump  
for high-pressure delivery
Pump BSF 2110 HP
Delivery rate 106/69* m3/h
Concrete pressure 150/220* bar
Delivery cylinder diameter 200 mm
Delivery cylinder stroke 2100 mm
Width  = Vehicle width

Mobile pipeline concrete pump  
for standard applications
Pump BSF 2116 H
Delivery rate 160/108* m3/h
Concrete pressure 85/130* bar
Delivery cylinder diameter 230 mm
Delivery cylinder stroke 2100 mm
Width  = Vehicle width

Moli 2110 HP

Moli 2116 H

Refurbishing mobile 1409 S

RoLine

Intelligent design, professional implementation –  
for economical operation in special projects

City pumps never hang around for very 
long. These truck-mounted concrete 
pumps offer an economical solution spe-
cially designed for urban areas, narrow, 
complex construction sites and renovation 
work. Equipped with a powerful pump 
unit, they can perform several jobs per 
day, carry all the equipment needed to 
perform concreting work and handle the 
most challenging concrete mixes. 

These specialist machines are also ex-
tremely easy to clean, maintain and oper-
ate and are a real pleasure to work with.

*  Rod/full side – maximum delivery rate and maximum concrete  
pressure cannot be achieved simultaneously.


